Carnap (in, [I], p. 566) has remarked that his measure function m* is jitting fof finite languages using a fixed number of one-place predicates, i.e., for any sentence i, m*(;) is the same In all such restricted finite languages in which i occurs. The main purpose of this brief note is to show by means of a counter-example that * does not have the intuitively desirable property of fittingness when we consider languages using two-place predicates.
Proof. Let X be a structure description (of a language Ln satisfying our hypothesis) and let S be an arbitrary state description in Z;. Let n be a permutation in G,,, and iet n*S be the state description which results .from S by applying the permutation h to the individual names of L,,. It is easily verified that for every z in Gnj n*S E Z;. Also, for n, y in G,,, iz*(y*S) = (ny)*S. We define the set G of permutations as follows:
We easily obtain that if Q and G are in G*, then e*S = o*S if and only if e E aG, for, if p* § = u* §, then (o-lej*S = S , a-le E G and e E oG; and if p E aG, then there is a n in G such that p = an and hence @*S = (on)*S = a*(n*S) = 0"s. In our opinion, the group-theoretic aspects of finite languages deserve more attention than they have yet received in the literature.
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HERMAN RUBIN AND PATRICK SUPFES and the number of distinct state descriptions in X is simply the number of left cosets of G in Ein, which is the index of G in Gn. Q. E . D.
Since the index of G is a divisor of n ! , that is, is a divisor of the order of Ga, we see that for every sentence i in k , there must exist a non-negative integer x such that where s(%} is ehe number of structure descriptions in I,. Consider now languages consisting of 1,2,3,. . e individual names and the two-place predicate 'R'. Following Carnap, we use the notation: lm*, 2m*,. . .
for the measure function m* in languages kzJ. . . . Let 'a' and 'b' be two individual names (it is assumed that distinct naines have distinct designata) and let i be the sentence:
We easily verify that 2m*(a') = . l , but 43) = B04 (cf. There are, of course, many measure functions which are, in Carnap's terms, regular, symmetrical, and fitting, but we have not been able to find good arguments for designating any particular one as optimal.
